
 

 

Round 1 Play Offs    

SLW Black –  

Falcon’s Super Light Weight Black ended their season with an explosion.  Until the last seconds 
Ball, Faille, Hackett, Hagemaster, Janowski, Januszewski, Jedlowski, Kepuraitis, D. Low, C. 
Low, McCarthy, Reasonova, Olaleye, Pellegrini, Peirre-Antoine, Purpura, Ransford, Rocklin, 
Strock, Teske, and Welker made hard hits against the Manhattan Patriots.  Brown, Crowley, 
Heerde, Parish, Phillips and LaMonto soared through the defensive line to gain yardage and 
touchdowns.  Falcon’s SLW Black we are proud of you!  Falcon’s 19-Patriots 25. 

SLW Blue –  

SLW Blue carried their regular season momentum and three game winning streak boldly into 
the first round of playoff action vs. Joliet (Ravens). Johnson, Wiechers and LaPonte all tallied 
scores with Sroka, Kekatos and Maniatis pounding out key yardage during 5th Quarter play. 
Bookends Winters and Mrozik shut down the outside Raven running game and Kocka, 
Skrzynski and Duggan helped ensure only one Joliet runner found the end zone. Byrne, Pope, 
Rodriguez and M. Straight turned in solid efforts on both sides of the ball. Despite deplorable 
field conditions, Jones managed his offense flawlessly in 4-quarter play. An early Falcons 
fumble was quickly reversed when Stolarek knocked the ball loose and Dauber pounced to put 
the offense back on the field. Nifty runs by Spencer and O’Brochta set up D. Straight’s 20-yard 
D. scamper and follow up PAT run behind. The Ravens answered on the ensuing drive. After a 
2nd D. Straight TD and a Cumbee PAT score, the Ravens pulled again within a TD. A crushing 
tackle by Emery and countless others by Bell, Kwiecinski, Michaels, Scianna and Adamo yield 
no further Joliet threats. O’Brochta was the day’s top story, battling sickness but posting huge 
runs and a 30 TD for the Falcons second score of the day. On to round 2! 

LW Black –  

The first round of playoffs proved to be a good one for the LW Black Falcons. They were victors 
over their fellow Falcons (White) by the score of 18-0.  The offense was led by Slager’s 2 TD’s, 
and rushing of Geijer, Johnson, and Schipiour.  The blocking of Wassall, Lieberstein, Wilkes, 
Marchert, and Flaherty was great along the way.  On the defensive side of the ball, the Black 
defense was all over the place. Interceptions were made by Beltz (who went for a 70-yard TD 
run), Rojas, and Slager. Zajac had a great fumble recovery as well.  Leading tacklers were 
Schipiour, Geijer, Bouck, Vidovic, Melby, Wilkes, Sciniski, Johnson, and Flaherty. 



The Fifth quarter squad offensively was led by Townsend, Heerde, Majcina, and Chillon.  
Defensively, Dillman, McCreary, Clark, Crowley, and Arndt were all over the field making 
tackles. 

LW Blue 

LW Blue opened the playoffs with a 26-7 victory over Romeoville. JWright had a huge day (3 
TD’s) as he and VTeodoro (TD) took turns ripping off long runs. The offensive line turned in 
another dominating performance as Jordan, DeJulius, Michaels, Moll, Jaber, Villa, Stilp, and 
Belavich opened up big holes and held their blocks. Falcon Defense also continued its strong 
play with Michaels, DeJulius, Page, Franklin, and JWright recording tackles. Jaber had a huge 
hit to thwart a fourth down conversion attempt and recovered a fumble. Special teams also 
contributed as JWright had a punt return for a TD and Fitzpatrick kicked the first extra point of 
the season. Rekart officially ended Romeoville’s season with back-to-back sacks to end the 
game. 5thQBlue won 14-0 behind the passing of Wiechers and TD runs from Ostrowski and 
Simon.  JoWright, Phaby, Bell, Paull, Tremblay, and D-NIkolic recorded tackles to ensure 
victory.  

JV Black – No Article 

Football is a multi-layered sport.  The chronicling of wins and losses is only one layer; 
sportsmanship, character, determination, teamwork, discipline, respect, honor, and mental and 
physical growth are just a few of the other layers.  From late July to October, the growth 
witnessed by the players of JV Black is unmentionable.  The lessons these players have 
learned from their coaches, team moms, refs, parents, and each other during this and previous 
football seasons will last them a lifetime. It is with honor to report the results of the first round of 
playoffs.  On defense, Shafer laid the hammer making the first 2 tackles of the game followed by 
Flattery, Shirley, Welker, DBShelton, Malito, Siggins, Mihajlovich, Rizzuto, Stewart, DMShelton, 
NWise, Novak, Parrish, DClarke, and Digiovanni. On offense Welker, Shaffer, DClarke, NWise, 
and Grimm both ran and passed the ball like champions as the game ended JV Black 6 Hornets 
28.   

V White 

Redemption for Varsity White 

The crisp autumn air was charged for football and Falcon Fans were not disappointed. Falcons 
Varsity White came to win and Win they did! The first quarter was played in the middle of the 
field. Neither team was willing to give up yards and the ball was bounced back and forth 
between Black and White. But starting the second quarter things started to change. Varsity 
Black came out strong and scored immediately in the second quarter but was unable to convert 
the extra point. White rose to the challenge with some amazing running skills by Muhammad 
and he scores not once but twice in this quarter. White has some great blocking by the entire 
offensive line of Diehl, Bierman, Gold, Russo, Parkinson and Harris. We also saw some big 
tackles by Burton, Kaminski, McCormick, Weaver and Zavis.  Going into halftime Varsity White 
is ahead 12-6. Varsity White came out strong after half time.  Brutal tackles by Binder, Polka, 



Lantz, Burton, Weaver, Muhammad and Kaminski stopped Black from scoring. And some 
intense running, by Muhammad , into the end zone and White scores again. This time the extra 
point by McCormick is good and Falcons White is ahead 20-6. A big fumble recovery by 
Parkinson shifts the game back into White territory and on a Quarter back keeper Walsh runs 
the ball in for another White touchdown. McCormick again is good on the extra point and White 
goes into the fourth quarter ahead 28-6. Another fumble recovery by Kaminski started White on 
its march down the field. Fourth quarter saw big blocking by the entire offensive line  and more 
big touchdown by Muhammad. Extra point no good but White was unstoppable. The defense of 
Binder, Harper, Weaver, Polka, Gold , Harris and Parkinson was relentless and the final nail in 
the coffin for Black came with a huge interception from Binder. White won the game 34-6 
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